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We Are Story Tellers 
Pearls of Wisdom:Choose a Learning Partner and identify the quote that speaks to you. 

Explain your thinking about the quote. 

 

The stories are old and dear; they meant a great deal to my grandmother.  It was not until 

she died that I knew how much they meant to her.  I began to think about it and then I knew.  

When she told me these old stories, something strange and good and powerful was going on.  I 

was a child, and that old woman was asking me to come directly into the presence of her mind 

and spirit; she was taking hold of my imagination, giving me to share in the great fortune of 

her wonder and delight.  She was asking me to go with her to the confrontation of something 

that was sacred and eternal.  It was a timeless, timeless thing: nothing of her old age or my 

childhood came between us. 

                                                                                  N. Scott, House Made of Dawn  

_________________________________________________________________  

 

In real life, the pursuit of personally important questions, is what leads to new discoveries, 

creations, or realizations.  Many educators have called for schools to serve as better 

preperation for this reality: John Dewey wrote of the need for education to begin with 

“learners’ passions and questions. 
 

 

In the midst of the unprecedented changes and complexities of our 21st century life, now 

more than ever, we need schools to produce avid and thoughtful questioners.  We need 

teaching to be reconfigured to help students tap into their own questions, generate new 

ideas, pursue answers, and put their knlowledge to use.  To do this we must find ways to 

reawaken and sustain the excitement of learning that is so prevalent in the early childhood 

years. 

                                        Beverly Falk, Inquiry Research in the Classroom 

 

 

The mandatory high school history courses address issues of the Canadian government, civics 

and rules of Parliament.  However, laws pertaining to the Indiginous Peoples of the land—

which have been rife with government-imposed human rights violations restricting everything 

from spirituality to language to freedom of movement to choice of where to live to cultural 

identitiy and more—are not generally included in this study 

Learning About Walking in Beauty: Placing Aboriginal Perspectives in Canadian Classrooms  

(2008) Page 171 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

“If you believe in yourself  and take time to learn from every performance, good or bad, you 

will realize your dreams.  You must refuse to give up.  You will meet many challeges in your 

future and it will be these challenges that make you strong.” 

Alphonse’s response to Pearl Harris after a crushing loss on the war canoe racing 

curcuit.  

The Pearl Harris Story 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

The teaching of writing is important to struggling students because they do far more than 

learn to write.  While composing, students learn to make choices and carry out decisions.  

They learn to generate ideas, ask questions, solve problems, and develop meaning.  Writing 

engages students as active learners and provides opportunities for developing thought.   

 

Supporting Struggling Writers in the Classroom, Teresa A. Christenson, IRA, 2002 

 

 

. …There is no line drawn between mythical/supernatural/spiritual and the natural/ordinary 

that cannot be bent.  Even the inferred difference between the past and the present, or a 

supernatural, verses a natural experience can be blurred.  Page 193. 

 

The oral traditions of the Sto:lo are clearly a central facet of their culture. Sharing these 

stories allows the speaker and the audience to share in the communally held experiences, 

histories, beliefs and philosophies of the people. 

“Spoken literature” embody the important cultural knowledge of “how to live”-information 

that is extremely important to pass on “properly” in an oral society. Page 196.  

 Chapter Eleven “ Oral Narratives” of the Sto:lo People.   

You are Asked to Witness: The Sto:lo in Canada’s Pacific Coast History, Edited by Keith 

Thor Carlson. 

 

Note from the Curriculum Writer.  The above reference is, in my opinion, essential 

reading for anyone wanting to understand the complexity and brilliance of the oral 

narratives. In this Curriculum Guide, Lesson Sequence Four: We Are Story-tellers 

explores this text in more detail.  



 

Focus Text 
 

  



 

 

 

 

Stz’uminus Oral Narratives: 

Seagull Steals the Sun Mabel Mitchell 

Sea Wolf Edward Seymour Sr. 

Wild Woman Mabel Mitchell 



 
Sea Wolf and the Stz’uminus Mustimuxw 
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Inquiry Based Leaning  

Self-directed Learners Takes 
Ownership of Life Long 
Learning 

 

…where I take the initiative to 

direct my learning needs – 

to formulate my goals, identify the 

resources I need for my learning – 

implementing the appropriate 

learning tools and strategies and 

evaluations . 

and celebrating the results of my 

learning journey.   
    

    

    

    

    

    

     

Aboriginal Perspectives 
First Nations children, like all children, 

ddeserve the opportunity to develop their 

full potential in school.  For decades, 

there has been disproportionately low 

levels of achievement and graduation 

rates for First Nations learners.  This 

must change,  All educators must  work in 

partnership with First Nations to address  

issues concerning First Nations learners 

and focus on what can be done within the 

classroom to improve the quality of 

education..  There is a call for courage 

and commitment to make things better 

and to ensure curriculum reflects the 

wealth of knowledge of the traditional 

territory we stand on.  Accurate history 

and the importance of the traditional 

languages must become part of day to day 

learning.* 
 

Reconciliation 

Literacy 

Teams 

 

Instructional Intelligence 
 
It is the belief that children’s 

chances for learning are 

significantly increased with 

excellent teachers.  Children from 

marginalized populations who often 

fail, will have the opportunity for 

success when their teachers are 

exemplary. 

Leslie Mandel Morrow,  

IRA President, September 2003 

   Integrated Learning 

  Model 

The Mindful classroom where 

learners consistently make 

connections – 

 

To leave the learner unattended 

in making connections, both 

within and across the disciplines 

is to overlook the latest 

research. 

SPIRITUAL INTELLECTUAL 

Emotional and Reconciliation PHYSICAL 

Schools working with whole school reform tend to have more impact on student 

learning than do schools attempting separate  stand alone programs. 

Source: Ten Promising Programs for Educating All Children: Evidence of Impact Educational Research Service, 1997 

 

 



This Resource Manual has been prepared for teachers who are committed to 

providing a language-rich, caring classroom environment. The planning process 

reflects the belief that the learning sequences should provide: 

 

1. Strategies for building connections and a foundation for new learning. 

 

2. Strategies for processing new knowledge or gathering information. 

 

3. Strategies for transforming understanding to showing understanding  

    in a new way. 

 

4. Daily lesson sequences that embrace the current  literature around the “Six 

Strategies that Matter : Assessment for Learning” 

 

5. Strategies that build a caring and safe community where all Learners can 

find success in the classroom setting 

     

 

 

. 

 

            Building    Processing 

    Connections New Knowledge 

 

 

   Transforming    Shared 

      Understanding   Learning 
 

 

 
 

The Prescribed Learning Outcomes that are highlighted in the resource manual are from 

First Peoples English 10.  However, IRPs from the B.C. Language Arts K-7 and K-12 are 

applicable to the lesson sequences.  Every effort hs been made to present a resource that 

meets the learning needs for a diverse and caring classroom where there is  a wide range of 

academic skills.  Through the  Differentiated Curriculum ALL students can feel successful 

and show what they know in a variety of forms and venues.  



                                                 Project Objectives 
                               

 

                              
 

1.  To promote and celebrate culturally accurate and relevant stories of    

the Stzuminus Mustimuxw 
 

2.  To share the enthusiasm and joyful promotion of the Hul’quimi’num 

Language.  The promotion of the language is at the heart of everything 

that the Stz’uminus  Education Department  embraces. 

 

3.  To provide our students with the strategies that they need to become 

strong readers and writers who think critically. 

 

4. To promote  Inquiry Based Learning Integrated Teaching units  so that  

our students engage in meaningful and relevant education where they     

are invited  to  take ownership of their learning. 

 

5. To address the learning outcomes of the B.C. Provincial Curriculum      

using lesson sequences that celebrate the stories of the Stz’uminus 

Nation. 

 

6. To show case a model of exploring  “story” that can be applied to any  

nation, community, location or even family.  (The curriculum writer has 

posted a comprehensive review of the literature germaine to the 

implementation of the Stz’uminus resources.  Interested educators can 

access the Action Research Working paper  throught the Core Learning 

Web site. ) 

 

 

 

 

 



                                         
 

 

 

 

A review of the literature suggests that Aboriginal students who have the most 

success in mainstream education are those who are strongest in their Aboriginal 

identities.  Educators who are not concerned with incorporating the culture of 

the group tend to use a transmission model of pedagogy where  the Euro-centric 

education system prevails.  All educators should be cognizant of how this 

system has failed our Aboriginal learners.  Our field research of the Stz’uminus 

Education  Curriculum Resources indicates that students are highly motivated 

and engaged when reading stories that they recognize are  a reflection of 

themselves and their community.  The level of engagement is high when the 

students feel that what they are learning is relevant and reflects their values.   

 

        We  believe that the structures and approaches we  used to bring relevant 

stories and teachings to print for students are easily applicable to every 

community.  For more detailed discussion of how to develop resources for your 

own community refer to the Action Research Paper posted on the Core Learning 

website or contact the author at dklockars@ shaw.ca 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  



  
 

 

 

Cedar Canoe Bailer (lultun) by Joe Elliott 

 

 

 

 



Integrated Inquiry Unit: 

A Discussion of the Framework used 

in Developing Curriculum 

    
 

 

 
 

 

 



Support Student Inquiry 

 
Cognitive scientists define inquiry as the process of accessing, building, 

extending and using knowledge consistent with what is thought and known in an 

authentic (real) discipline.  

 

When students are invited to identify what they want to learn about and what 

they want to work on and have input into how they will accomplish their learning, 

means that students actually take ownership of their learning because they are 

motivated and engaged. 
 

 Students creating their own guiding questions helps to engage and  

connectstudents  to socially significant issues  
 

 Creating the question is not an easy task and students are given lots of 

practice generating questions and I wonder statements.   

 

 The Gradual release Model provides the scaffolding for this complex part of 

the learning.  For example: One of the mini-lessons might look at the headings 

from the focus text of choice and turn the captions or headings into question 

form.  Lesson sequences and teacher directed research is provided before 

students are asked to settle on their own inquiry focus.  

The students are challenged to explore and address real world problems that 

contribute to the Big Inquiry Question for the integrated unit of study. 

 

Students are taught to see themselves as apprentices and will learn the ways of 

experts applying their knowledge to solve real problems. 

Using an Inquiry Based Integrated unit connects students to real expertise as 

it is found in the real world. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Students must apply what they know and are expected to develop a deep 

understanding of the issues that are relevant to their inquiry. 

Action research frameworks are presented and model inquiry 

questions/projects are presented from previous students’ work. Teacher led 

demonstrations are provided so that students are explicitly taught how they will 

create their own inquiry question and follow through with their own action 

research plan.  This is what is involved in Inquiry Based learning.  

 

Students broaden their schema around the Big Inquiry Topic.  

 

Students are invited to plan and investigate all aspects of the Celebration of 

Learning.  (Students write or communicate with those people to book the venue 

or provide the refreshments.)  

  

Invitations to community members are all completed by students.) 

 

Students are invited to think outside the box when they show their learning.  

They are also coached and they rehearse their responses. 

 

The audience is prompted to ask questions of the presenter so that the student 

has an opportunity to share with an audience how they learned and how the 

learning strategies that they used supported their inquiry project outcomes. 

 

 Each presenter might prompt the audience member to ask:   

 How has this inquiry project transformed your thinking? 

 What strategies helped you to successfully complete your Inquiry? 

 

An example of question put to a presenter might be: 

 “How did your learning during this unit help you observe or realize 

connections with other subjects or disciplines?” 

 

 The teaching team builds in every authentic experience as possible as this 

supports student ownership of their learning as well as reflecting the belief that 

inquiry based learning actually replicates what happens in the real world and is 

therefore relevant and meaningful.  
 



Invitations to community members are made and sent out by students. 

 

Letters to the editors or newspaper articles are created and sent in for 

possible publication to give background about their learning projects and to 

advertising the event. 

 

Students come prepared to show their learning log.  This is where all their 

evidence for meeting outcomes are gathered. A good copy of their action plan is 

available for perusal. 

 

Several Inquiry Based Action Research plans are available. Please refer to the 

graphic organizer section of the Teacher Resource Book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Features of this Integrated Inquiry Unit 

 
A key feature of the course is its focus on texts that present authentic 

First Peoples voices (i.e. historical or contemporary texts created by or 

with First Peoples) 

 

The emphasis on authenticity is also reflected in the recognition 

that important and distinctive genres of First Peoples expressions 

must be included in the range of texts studied (e.g. oratory, creation 

stories, contemporary oral stories,) 

 

There is an acknowledgement of central themes such as the 

significance of colonization and an accounting of the consequences of 

this policy.  

 

 

This course will provide the learning opportunities for all students-

Aboriginal and non-aboriginal to gain insights into the diverse factors 

of stories and heroes that have shaped their Nation’s identities. 

 

The emphasis on oral language is a significant aspect of all BC English 

Language arts curricula from K to 12 and this emphasis is particularly 
important in English First Peoples Studies.  The recognition of the 

important role oral traditions has in the community will be 



emphasized as well.  Students will experience oral texts first hand 

and come to realize the significance of a living oral tradition. 

 

 

Because the ownership and knowledge of many authentic oral texts 

lies exclusively within local First Peoples communities an effective 

implementation of the course will involve the establishment of 

connections between the classroom and the Elders and community 

members.  

 

This unit will be a collaborative planning and implementation project. 

We will articulate the planning process so that a template can be 

created that supports other communities in developing local 

integrated units of learning. 

 

The integrated inquiry based unit of study that is presented here 

represents a concrete example of working closely with elders, 

Hul’quimi’num Language instructors and the local First Peoples as well 

as the students themselves.  All educators and learners are invited 

to create a meaningful experiential learner centred curriculum where 

all students are included in the caring classroom. 

 

For a more detailed description of key features of the English First 

Peoples 10 please visit www.bced.gov.bc IRP drafts. 

 

All of the Learning Outcomes that will be addressed in this 

curriculum project are identified.  Each lesson sequence will also 

contain the specific outcomes that are relevant to that particular 

lesson sequence. 

 

 

 

http://www.bced.gov.bc/


 

 

               

              Pearl and the Tide Pools at Kulleet Bay 

 

 

 



Learning Outcomes for English First Peoples Pilot 

Program that are identified for “Unit Lesson 

Sequences  

 
Lesson Sequences for the Unit will identify and address the Learning 

Outcomes relevant to the lesson as well as the Lesson Intention 

 

A1.  Define the function and significance of the oral tradition. 

I can define oral traditions.   

A1.Identify the various uses and purposes of First Peoples oral texts. 

A.1 Identify some issues related to ownership of oral texts. 

 

A2. Interact and collaborate in pairs and groups to  

Support learning 

A2.  Communicate respectfully 

Explore and acknowledge other peoples perspectives 

A2.  Respond to and analyse a variety of texts. 

 

A3.  Express ideas and information in a variety of situations and forms 

A3. Modify language, ideas, and information in relation to the needs and I

 nterests of the audience. 

A3. Recall and a story that was presented orally and share it with others. 

A3.  Present oral stories so that the audience is engaged and entertained, 

 

A4.  Listen to and comprehend a variety of authentic First Peoples oral  

 texts including: 

 Life lessons 

 Rites of passage 

 Formal speeches 

 Individual and community responsibilities and obligations 

 

A5. Oral Language Strategies 

A5. Apply a range of strategies to interact and collaborate with others. 

A5. Demonstrate effective listening by paraphrasing, retelling with  

accuracy, summarizing clarifying and questioning ideas. 



 

A6 Select and adapt a range of strategies to prepare oral communications. 

Planning and memorizing and rehearsing presentations. 

 

A7.  Use listening strategies to understand, recall and understand a  

 variety of texts including explaining predictions 

A7. Restate important ideas 

 

A8. Text to text and text to self and text to world connections 

A8.  Extending understanding by accessing prior knowledge and building  

 background knowledge that increases understanding of the story. 

Generating thoughtful questions. 

 

A9. Thinking 

A9. Speak and listen to make personal responses to a variety of texts. 

A9.  Listen to text and explain similarities and differences of ideas and 

elements among texts 

A9. Identify instances of bias in texts 

A9. Identify a character’s qualities from words, elements and techniques  

 used by the story teller or writer. 

A9. Support an inference with evidence from the text or oral resentation. 

A9. Express and explain feelings evoked by texts. 

A9. Use self-class and teacher criteria to assess the success of a  

speaker’s intended purpose of the presentation. 

 

A10. Identify the importance and impact of historical and cultural  

 contexts. 

 

A11.  Speak and listen to synthesize and extend thinking by applying new  

 ideas and understandings.  

A11.  Transforming existing ideas 

 

 

A12.  Use metacognition strategies to reflect on and assess their speaking  

and listening by referring to criteria: 

 Set goals for improving 



 Create a plan for achieving those goals 

 Evaluating progress and setting new goals 

 

Oral Language Features 

A13. Recognize and apply the structures of oral language to convey and  

 derive meaning: 

 Context 

 Text Structures 

 Diction 

 Usage conventions 

 Nonverbal techniques 

 Reading and Viewing 

 

B1. B2.  Read and view both collaboratively and independently a wide range of 

 authentic First Peoples texts: 

 Local community 

 Range of texts such as prose narratives, poetry, novel, etc. 

B3. B4. B5.  Read from information and persuasive texts that deal with a range  

 of First Peoples topics: 

 Articles, reports, biographies, autobiographies, magazine articles,  

 student generated materials 

 View both collaboratively and individually a variety of visual texts.. 

 Film, video, paintings, carvings, textiles, regalia, dance, drama, web  

Sites  student generated materials 

B6.  B7.  B8.  Reading and Viewing strategies 

Before Reading: 

 Accessing Prior Knowledge 

 Set the purpose for the reading 

 Make logical and detailed predictions 

 Generate guiding questions 

 

 

During Reading: 

 Compare and refine predictions 

 Make inferences and draw conclusions 

 Summarizing and retelling 



 Determine meaning of unknown words 

 Clarify meaning 

 Use text features to support meaning making 

  After Reading 

 Select, apply, a range of strategies to extend and confirm meaning and to 

reflect on the author’s craft. 

 

B9. B10. B11. B12. B13.  Reading and Viewing   (Thinking) 

 Explain and support personal responses 

 Interpret and analyse and evaluate ideas and information of texts 

 Synthesize and extend thinking about texts 

 Use metacognitive strategies to reflect and assess their reading 

 

B13. B14 Reading and Viewing  

Features 

 Recognize and explain how structures and features of First Peoples texts 

shape readers and viewers ability to understand 

Demonstrate increasing Word Skills and vocabulary knowledge by: 

 Roots of words 

 Meaning based on contexts 

 Identifying technical language 

 

Writing and Representing 

C1. C2. C3. C4. Writing and Representing Purposes 

 Explore and express identity 

 Support well being of self 

 Make remember and recall connections 

 Reflect and respond 

 

C2. Write purposeful informational texts that express ideas, information and  

 understandings to: 

 Analyze and explain 

 Argue and Persuade  

 Engage 

C3. Write imaginative texts to:  

 Expand insights 



 Adapt literary forms 

 Experiment with sophisticated language and style 

C4.  Create thoughtful representations that communicate ideas information  

and understanding and defend why you chose the form. 

 

Writing and Representing Strategies 

C5.  Gathering and summarizing ideas from personal interests, knowledge and  

 inquiry: 

 Analyze writing samples Student and others 

 Create class generated criteria for writing  

Drafting Strategies: 

C6. C7 Participate in collaborative writing sessions: 

Topic webs, brainstorming, jigsaws, place mats, carousels, mind maps, KWL  

Revising and Editing strategies: 

C8. C9.C10. Checking work against criteria: 

 Enhancing supporting details 

 Refining text features 

 Proof reading  

Writing and Representing Thinking 

C11.  Write and represent to:  

 Make comparisons to other ideas 

 Reflect on emotions and feelings 

 Develop opinions 

 Describe bias contradiction, and non-represented perspectives 

 Identify the importance of historical and social contexts. 

Synthesize and extend thinking 

 Integrate new information with old,  

 Combine perspectives from multiple texts, 

 Transform existing ideas and understandings 

 

Use metacognitive strategies:  

 reflect on and assess their writing and representing by setting goals for 

improvement and evaluating progress. 

C12. C13. Syntax and Sentence Fluency  

Writing and Representing Features 

 Diction, vocabulary, content words, experiment with word choices. 



 Points of view.  

 Develop a Voice. 

 Literary devices sensory details, show don’t tell, zoom in, create images. 

 Visual Components: Story boards, concept maps, multi-media 

representations 

Organizing Ideas and Information 

 Follow form of the chosen genre: 

 Effective introduction body and ending 

 Text Features and Visual Devices 

 Diagrams, colour space, illustrations 

 Grammar and Usage 

 Punctuation and Spelling 

 Copyright and References 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not all of the learning outcomes will need to be covered as a result of implementing this 

integrated unit.  It is the authour’s belief that we move toward uncovering the curriculum 

vs. covering the curriculum.  



What will be the enduring understandings                            

and the key concepts? 

 

Using the “Red Light Green Light”  Self, Peer and 

Teacher Assessment Strategy  

(Caren Cameron) 
   
“The Red Light Green Light “ identifies the learning outcomes for the lesson 

sequence.  The  page is placed at the front of each student’s Journal of 

Learning   and is constantly reviewed and updated. Each learning outcome is 

written in student friendly language. Criteria charts and anchor papers are 

gathered  so that students know what it would look like and sound like if they 

were  fully meeting for a particular outcome. 

 

The teaching team encourages collaboration with the  community of learners 

who all have a common goal of reaching the outcomes articulated for each 

lesson sequence.  

 

Teachers model how to collect evidence that shows or demonstrates  mastery 

of the learning outcomes.  Students are re-assured that they will be supported 

in their learning goals.  Student ownership of their learning is an important 

goal of this curriculum. 

 

The  “Focus Texts”,  the collected supporting texts and resources have been 

chosen with the belief that students need a multi-leveled collection of 

resources .  Students and community members are invited to contribute to this 

rich text set of resources.  New texts can be added throughout the duration 

of the integrated inaquiry unit of study. 

 

Further scaffolding is provided by  identifiying the goal and or comprehension 

strategies that are identified in the Language Arts Outcomes.  For example:  

Week one might focus on the Strong Reader Strategy “Making Connections 

and Accessing Prior Knowledge.  Lesson Intentions are stated in student 



friendly language , adding to the students knowledge of what is expected from 

the course outcomes. 

 

Teachers provide  “ Mini-lessons”  that  provide explicit instruction and 

structures for students to understand  that they can show what they know in a 

variety of ways.  Student exemplars and student inquiry projects from 

previous years are available for student perusal. (We recently created a video 

of the Celebration of Learning so that students have a visual reference of 

successful inquiry action plans. (This video is available from Core Learning 

website.) 

 

We want our students to experience how deep and varied learning can be.  

Students are challenged early on to to search out relevant topics, resources, 

artifacts and experts and actively contribute to the “Working Document called 

the  “Topic Web” that is displayed in the classroom.   

 

 

 

All the outcomes that the planning team has identified as relevant to 

our unit of study are cited .  Not every outcome will be addressed .  

Some students will focus on a particular cluster of outcomes.  Those 

students with IEPs will be full participants in this unit as the content 

and resources are multi-leveled.  The caring, inclusive  classroom 

provides learning opportunities that result in all students 

experiencing success. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Area of Focus for 

the Integrated Inquiry Unit 

 

Gathering the Resources 
 

Now that we have a solid sense of the scope of the unit the search begins; 

 

I am looking for a wide range of reading levels to accommodate ALL learners.  

I am mindful of all aspects of the Balanced Literacy Classroom:   

 

Materials for small group instruction, Literature Circle resources, 

Picture books for “Mini-Lessons or Shared Readings”.  Independent 

Inquiry Study, resources and materials that will work with our Buddy 

Learning classrooms or other cross curricular and cross grade 

interactions are gathered.  

 

Recently, I have been asking students to contemplate pairing of fiction and 

non-fiction resources to form the” Perfect Pair for a Conversation 

“Inventory.  This is where students decide to share their personal findings 

from an article or book of interest with someone else’s article that has some 

interesting connections  This could work with “Terrific Triads” as well.  

 

Venn diagrams or a graphic organizer that creates spaces for student 

connections and points of comparison and contrast across the articles are 

provided.  Students would also note how their thinking had been transformed 

or impacted as a result of their conversations.  I mention this strategy 

because it has proven to be an excellent way to fully appreciate single copy 

items while students make text to text connections. 

 

 

 

 



The inclusive classroom investigates and includes aboriginal content 

throughout the unit.  Every integrated unit models how we acknowledge the 

territory we are standing on.  I search for resources that identify the 

accurate historical and contemporary contributions of First Nations.  

 (I first look to create, promote and search for our local Stz’uminus  Territory 

materials  but  I also include  relevant Aboriginal, Metis and Inuit references).  

I look at each curriculum strand and think, “How will I bring in relevant topics 

of study across curriculum areas so that our Aboriginal students find their 

voice  in our B.C. schools? The use of literature to break through cultural 

boundaries has consistently been demonstrated in these units. 
 

I rely heavily on the students to guide me in making sure that the rich 

electronic information sites are identified.  Accessing all kinds of 

different sources for information is important.  Our students must have 

the skills they need to take full advantage of the internet’s information 

highway. 

 

The community is viewed as a learning source and laboratory.  Students are 

encouraged throughout the unit to bring artifacts or identify community 

experts or mentors that might contribute to our ever growing schemas of the 

topiccs we might  study.  A binder with recommended websites is displayed in a 

common area. Student created publications are acknowledged and built in to 

the curriculum as valued additions to the growing body of knowledge about the 

topic. 

 

The resources are catalogued and an inventory check-out system is created.  

Lots of time for Book Passes and Toe Dipping is provided so that students 

become familiar with the text sets that are available.  Library searches and 

community resources are added to the inventory constantly.  Students also 

have copies of the key concepts or  enduring ideas along with the learning 

outcomes that are addressed.  If a resource is deemed relevant it can be 

added to the resources bins. 

 

 

 

 

 



The unit is beginning to take shape.  Launching the unit with a rich, active and 

hands-on lesson sequence is really important if the energy and engagement for 

learning is to be tapped.  The launching the unit lessons should help the 

students get to know the wide range of resources as well as an opportunity to 

reflect on the Big Inquiry Question. 

 

 

 

 

The important thing about the Integrated Inquiry Unit of Study  approach to 

learning is that it allows for curriculum coherence.  There is a clear focus for 

study and yet the interconnectedness of our topic is evident in the unit 

materials that are chosen. Students are expected to own their learning and 

they must understand that they will often be given a choice of how they can 

“Show What they Know”.  

 

 Students must demonstrate or provide evidence that they have met the 

enduring key outcomes. Students will be presented with strategies for 

becoming Strong Readers and Writers.  We will expect students to  identify 

strategies that they found effective and  how they can be used before, during 

and after the read. We are wanting our students to reflect on not only what 

they learn but how they learn. We openly share the research around students 

developing metacognition as a way of becoming a powerful learner. 

 

Our goal is for the students to independently apply a relevant strategy and be 

able to reflect on how and why the strategy helped them make meaning from 

the text or media that was presented in the unit of study. 

 

 

  



 

Connecting, Processing, Transforming & Personalizing Model 

 
Source: workshops by Pat Holdborn, Faye Brownlie, Leyton Schnellert 

  

Strategies to use to help 

readers make connections 

and to identify prior 

knowledge and to build new 

foundations for learning 

Strategies that help 

students to process the 

new information and how to 

monitor their understanding 

Strategies to transform and 

personalize new learning to 

enlarge past knowledge, 

deepen understanding and 

engagement – create 

connections to other texts, 

connections to self, 

connections to world 

Before Reading During Reading After Reading 

  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

AREA OF FOCUS: 

SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN THEIR ABILITY TO 

GENERATE QUESTIONS 

 
Getting students to the point where they can ask questions that are deep and 

dense, takes a lot of support and practice.  It can start when the teacher 

invites students to tell something that they know “for sure” about a picture 

on a book cover.  Teacher Talk might sound like:” What do you know for sure 

about this picture?  What do you wonder?   What does it remind you of?   

What do you think the book will be about  

 

 Students need a lot of practice with these questions before we can expect to 

see them used in a routine way.  Structured Partner Talks can provide 

opportunities for practice with their peers before they go to the text. 

 

Students can progress to the point of using a question matrix (See blackline 

masters) that challenges students to create questions that fit each of Blooms 

taxonomy levels.  Creating questions that get at the heart of the matter is a 

challenge.  Students can be guided to create questions that look at the 

commuity around them and what might be done about a certain issue that we 

are addressing.  They can be guided to create questions that will require 

thoughtful judgements or questions that apply ethical responses.   

 

Having students generate questions that really get to the heart of the matter 

are possible when we structure their learning around the very notion that 

“Learning is Inquiry”.  The Inquiry Integrated Unit places questioning at the 

heart of learning.  Students are highly motivated to learn when they create an 

inquiry that they deem is motivating and authentic.  True ownership of learning 

occurs when students’ learning is focussed around their inquiry. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The “gradual release model” allows students to gain increasing confidence in 

their ability to ask  Big Questions.  All of the inquiry units that I have worked 

on include mini-lessons that build students ability to question.  If there was 

any point where I would stand up and cheer for explicit instruction it is around 

scaffolding for this skill.  Students and educators alike can always improve on 

this skill.  Again the theme  LIFE is INQUIRY just jumps out!  The very 

essence of being human is to embrace the “I wonder” state of being. 

 

 

 

 

 



                A MODEL FOR STRATEGIC TEACHING AND LEARNING 

 

           

 

               

               

  

What does this text appear 

to be about? 

What do I already know 

about this information? 

How is it organized? 

What do I want to learn? 

What is the task? 

What am I supposed to get 

out of this? 

How will I do this? 

STUDENT 

THINKING 
PROCESS 

Do I understand this? 
Can I recognize and follow the 

organization? 

What are the important ideas? 

How does this fit in with what I 

already know? 

Am I getting what I am 

supposed to be getting from 

this?  

How can I make more sense out 

of this? 

Did I get what I was supposed to 

get from this? 

Can I say this in my own words? 

How has this changed what I 

knew before? 

How can I organize the 

information to remember it? 

How can I use this? 

What do I still need to learn? 

Determine essential concepts 

Select appropriate text 
Activate appropriate background 

knowledge 

Provide background when 

needed 

Model/guide with students: 

 preview content 

 previewing test 

organization 

Focus interest and set purpose 

Discuss nature of task 

BEFORE READING 

Analyse/Plan 

Preparation for Learning 

What’s In? What’s Out? 

Predicting vocabulary 

Rating Vocabulary 

Placemat 

Four words 

Think of a time 

Model/Guide with students: 

* Checking predictions 

* Comparing information with 

prior knowledge 

* Asking clarification Q’s 

* Summarizing segments of 

text 

* Asking questions about the 

content 

* Self-correction 

* Identifying contradictions 

and gaps in knowledge 

 

Guide: 

* integrating/organizing meaning as a 

whole 

* use of organizational patterns for 

restructuring information 

Assess achievement of purpose 

Correct misconceptions 

Provide opportunities for questions 

and extension 
Provide opportunities to apply new 

information 

Provide transitions to new learning 

Presentation of Content 

Integration & Application 

DURING READING 

Monitor/Regulate 
AFTER READING 

Reflect 

STRATEGIC 

TEACHING 

PHASES 

TEACHING/ 

LEARNING 

STRATEGIE

S 

Possible Sentences 

Semantic Feature Analysis 

Think Alouds 

Connect Two 

Pair Analysis 

Two Column Journal 

Ideagram/Visual cluster 

Plus/Minus/Interesting  

   

   

   

  (PMI) 

 

 

 

Source: Strategic Learning In the Content Areas, Wisconsin Department of Public 

Education 



 

 

Stories, Legends and Heroes 

Overview 
 

In this lesson sequence we will examine how stories, legends and heroes 

contributed to the identity, past, present and future of the Stz’uminus First 

Nation.  We will investigate the role of “story” in all its forms and how it is 

seamlessly woven into the culture.  Even though this unit will present and 

celebrate the rich repertoire of Hul’quimi’num oral and written “Stories” that 

elders and education leaders have gifted for all students, we will make 

connections with other texts and stories.  Developing students’ deep and 

critical understanding of all elements of ”story” is the primary lesson 

intention for the Unit of Study.   

 

Through an inquiry based learning and teaching framework students will 

investigate what role stories and heroes play in guiding and shaping the 

teachings and identity of a Nation.  

Students will compare Stz’uminus oral and written texts with other similar 

genres from a variety of territories and cultures.  

  

Building background knowledge, accessing prior knowledge and 

vocabulary/word work will support the learner before each reading or viewing 

of texts and artefacts. 

 

Explicit teaching of comprehension strategies: before, during and after the 

reading of texts will be provided.  

 

All lesson sequences will identify “key outcomes” from the BC  English First 

Peoples 10 Draft course. Students will keep a portfolio for the purpose of 

demonstrating or providing evidencefor the lesson’s learning outcomes.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Oral Language, Reading and Viewing and Writing and Representing 

strands will be addressed 

Participants will identify their own inquiry question and complete an action 

plan for their investigation.   A final “Celebration of Learning” will take place 

at the completion of the unit. 

 

Shared Learning:   

The lesson sequences will reflect the view that all students in BC gain 

when they understand the stories, language, teachings and history of the 

Aboriginal, Metis and Inuit Peoples. 

 

The concept that the role of “Story” in developing the face of a nation will be 

examined throughout the lesson sequences. 

 

So important are the stories that have been passed on,   generation after 

generation weather in the form of dance, ceremonial regalia, narratives, poles, that 

they are the curriculum. The education system must embrace the role of story in 

all its forms.  
 

The inquiry-based learning approach is a natural vehicle to explore the 

connectedness and embrace the Aboriginal phrase: 

 “All my Relations”. 
 

All that was of importance has been embedded in “Story.”  This is the 

foundation statement for our intense passion for exploring the stories of our 

territory, community or family. 

  

The cross curricular emphasis that has been embraced is in keeping with 

concept that “We are all connected.”   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Teachers and students will collaborate to create a Mind Map or a topic web 

for the entire unit of study. Whole class brainstorming throughout the unit 

will further identify the many different topics and areas that are relevant to 

the unit theme. This is an important part of the inquiry process because it 

acts as an invitation to the students to connect the unit theme with some 

area that they are interested in, or are passionate about. 

     

 Placing Aboriginal Perspectives in all Canadian Classrooms   

 

The integrated curriculum is supported by the Ministry of Education’s 8-12 

Language Arts IRP document.  The Learning Outcomes and the strategic 

teaching and learning, supports the student in “learning to learn” across all 

the subject areas. (This is also stated in the K-7 Language Arts IRP 

document) 

 

One of the outcomes from this learning experience might be to reflect on the 

urgency of learning, promoting, celebrating the stories that provide the 

foundation or essence of the identity of a nation. 

 

Could it not be argued that without the knowledge of the stories of the 

territory that we stand on, we are indeed, not educated?  

 

What will you do to promote the inclusion of the accurate history, 

culture, stories and language so that all students in British Columbia are 

knowledgeable?  What will it take to motivate educators to bring  

accurate historical events that are embodied in the oral traditions and 

narratives are authentic and important and worthy of inclusion in the 

general historical portrayal of our province into the daily lessons in all 

classrooms? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Big Inquiry for the Integrated (Cross Curricular) Unit of Learning: 

 

Narratives, Legends, Stories and Heroes: How does 

“Story” in all its forms; past and present, impact the 

identity and culture of a Nation?  
 

 

Steps to the Lessons for Lesson Sequence #1 (Setting) 

 
Building Background knowledge about the Stz’uminus Territory, especially as 

it connects with the focus texts, oral stories and narratives that will be 

presented. 

 

1. Build background knowledge that will support the reader in making  

meaning from the focus texts and identified related readings or viewings.  

  

2. Students will investigate the concept of “Story”: Setting, Character  

and Problems) and its possible influences on culture, identity, community, 

humanity and belonging.  Students will identify the both fiction and non-

fiction genres with narratives and creative non-fiction being the focus 

genres. Content will focus on Hul’quimi’num oral narratives wherever 

possible. 
 

3. We will focus on the first element of story: The setting in the first 

 lesson sequence.  Students will engage in lessons that contribute and grow 

their knowledge of the Stz’uminus Territory and in particular; the waters 

and lands (traditional and present).The stories connected to place will be 

presented. The work of the Hul’quimi’num Treaty group will be presented 

as it contributes to the background knowledge of setting. 

 

4. Create a mind map using the phrases” We are not of the Land –“We Are 

the Land” as the central Theme. The intention is to have students 

understand the importance of the land and how it impacts on Stories, 

legends and narratives that have come from the Stz’uminus Nation.   



   

 

 

5. Create and awareness of the setting by viewing pictures from the 

 Stz’uminus Territory and learning about the land base,- pre-contact and 

current.  This will be an opportunity to use structured AB Talk as a pre-

cursor to writing paragraphs about the setting.  

 

6. Read and view maps and related non-fiction texts that build  

background knowledge. Introduce the importance of the local place names, 

and how it pertains to land claims-treaty talks. Identify the text features 

of maps and discuss this form of literacy.  Read oral narratives about Place 

Names. 

 

7. Student writing will focus on “Zooming In” on a setting and understand  

the concept that writers `Show, Don’t Tell”. Students will complete 

creative non-fiction narratives about a selected setting. Students will have 

the option of learning the rules and structure of the Hul’quimi’num Land 

Treaty Board Game.  This activity will focus on the oral language outcomes 

of instruction and explaining rules. 

Students will demonstrate that they have mastered the narrative and 

persuasive paragraph forms. They will use self and peer assessment 

strategies before they submit their work. 

 

 

Lesson Sequence #2 Canoes and war Canoe Racing  
 

8. The Canoe and its important role in Stz’uminus  (past, present, and  

future) will be investigated in this lesson.  Explore all the resources that 

contribute to students’ schema around the canoe. Demonstrate the 

independent use of strategies that help the reader make connections and 

find the Big Ideas using a variety of multi-levelled texts and resources 

about the canoe. 

 

 

 



 

 

9. Provide opportunities for students to investigate aspects of canoe  

construction,  especially design. Technical language and vocabulary work 

will be part of this lesson sequence. Local master canoe carvers will be 

interviewed. 

 

10. Students will be asked to explore technical writing and possible  

use of technology such as GPS, Google Earth, iMapBC, HTG web site,etc. to 

create a detailed map of the Stz’uminus territory ..OR…predict distances 

and travel time needed for venue to venue for canoe racing participants. 

 

11.  Students will investigate the present day organizations devoted to 

 supporting war canoe racing.  (Interview members of local war canoe 

racing clubs and make contact with out of area groups). Consider creating a 

local club. This could be an inquiry action plan.) 

 

      12. Create a publication to promote the sport of canoe racing and or to 

   explain the sport to the general public. Use of word processing to   

           create a pamphlet or a Sports Encyclopaedia Summary of war canoe  

           racing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Steps for Lesson Sequence #3 (Exploring Character through the 

Focus Text “Pulling for Stz’uminus: The Pearl Harris Story) 

 

13. Make predictions about what the narrative” Focus Story” will be 

     about and write a story using predictions based on the artefacts  

    presented. 

 

14. Develop word work strategies and provide explicit instruction that 

     supports students understanding of vocabulary that the texts  

     present. 

 

15. Review the important component of “character” in any story.  Show 

     evidence of making inferences based on the author’s evidence  

     about the characters. 

     Identify the use of the interview to gain background about the story 

     character. Explore the personal profiles of elders and write at least  

     one profile of an individual of your choice. 

     Students now must understand that the character will do something  

     or take action and as a result of this action or problem solving the  

     reader learns something about the character and possibly about  

     themselves and humanity. This is why story is so important! 

 

16. Students read the entire story and identify the events in the correct 

    order.  They will be asked to complete a retell and use a rubric to 

    self evaluate and peer evaluate their story summary or retell. 

 

17. Students will choose to read and examine one of the narratives from 

     First Nations communities and compare these to the “Pearl Harris  

     Story” narrative. (Text to Text Connections) (Resources Saved by  

   the Orca and Yeta’s Sweater are available) 

 

 

 

 



 

18. Students will engage in literature circles.  Using the Double Entry  

     Journal and self selected reading responses as structures to share 

     their thinking about the narratives provided. In this unit we will use  

     picture books collected that focus on the residential school  

     experiences viewed through the child’s perspective for our Lit Circles. 

 

19. Students will use Personal Profiles from the Stz’uminus Nation or  

     create  interview questions  for  their own family or community  

     members and will create a multi-genre narrative complete with text- 

   features such as time lines, glossary, text boxes, photos and captions  

   etc.   

    Students will identify elders, heroes or leaders in their community and  

    create interview questions that would contribute to personality  

    profiles.  Students might consider designing a frame work for a   

    project that might be  called “Our  Community History Project”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Steps for Lesson Sequence#4: Traditional Oral Narratives. 
 

20. Students will examine the narratives generally known as legends  

     gifted by Stz’uminus Elders.  They will compare these with the trade  

     books that depict “legends” but are not identified as to the territory    

     of the elder who originally gifted the story.  These selected works  
   will form the basis of book chats or literature circles. 

 

21. Oral language outcomes involve using language to persuade or convince  

     or debate.  A discussion about how educators can promote authentic  

     stories in our daily curriculum will be explored.  

 

22. Students will address the spiritual or ethography literature for the  

     Stz’uminus Nation. Information circles will provide the forum for  

     class discussion around protocols and the Stz’uminus perspectives of  

     spiritual knowledge. 

 

23. Students  will consider the role of visualization in oral and written  

      stories. They will identify visualization as a comprehension strategy. 

 

24. Students will identify important historical events that are embedded  

      in oral stories of the Stz’uminus Nation. Students will be encouraged  

      to examine how history has been presented to students in education  

      settings.  Given the monumental events such as the Land Grab, Stolen  

      Children, Anti-Potlaching Laws etc, can an argument be made to re- 

      write our B.C history so that it is accurate and inclusive. Writing and  

      presenting persuasive speeches will be explored. 

Reference newspaper articles and power point presentation. (NPBS  

Spring Conference 2009.) 

  

25. Students will investigate and position themselves as to where they  

      stand on controversial topics that present themselves in this lesson  

      sequence.  

 



 

 

 

26. Students will apply their knowledge of the oral traditions and choose  

      a format to share the stories they have learned and mastered with  

      others.  Students,(peers ,Buddy class, community  

      members, parents) might be the audience for a presentation of  

      Seagull Stole the Sun, Wild Woman   Wolf Family. Readers Theatre  

      or Tableaux or puppet shows are some suggestions for presentation  

      formats. 

 

27. Students will master at least ten Hul’quimi’num words from each of 

    the Stz,uminus oral narratives presented and be able to speak to the  

    importance of traditional languages.  

     Creating cross word puzzles, word searches, flash cards or Book Bingo  

     can be created  using web sites.  

 

28. Reference newspaper articles about the Hul’quimi’num language and 

      its possible demise. Explore the web sites available that promote the  

     Hul’quim’num language to broaden background knowledge. Write a  

     persuasive paragraph that speaks to the issues around preserving the  

     traditional languages of this territory. Submit it to a source that will  

     publish your ideas.  (letters to the editor, Stz’uminus Newsletter,  

     Ministry of Education,  etc.,  Authentic writing activities.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Providing Evidence of Meeting Learning Outcomes: 

(Assessment of Learning) 
 

29. Students will be creating a portfolio that reflects their learning. 

      The student work will include: response journal entries, completed  

     graphic organizers that have been assigned, daily writing entries  

       and assessment of learning work such as peer assessment and  

     criteria and rubrics. 

 

The collected work of the students will have been reviewed by self, peers and 

teachers.  All assignment will have criteria that articulate the expectations 

of the assignment.  The teaching team will work to collect examples of fully 

meets for assignments. 

 

    All of these artefacts   will provide the evidence of meeting learning        

outcomes for each lesson sequence.  

 

  Students will complete the Action Plan for their student inquiry project.  

   Some will work in pairs to complete their inquiry.  The students’ inquiry will 

   provide a part of the assessment for the course.   

 

     30. Students will plan and present at the Celebration of Learning. 

 

 

 



    Focus Texts/Integrated Unit Resource Collection  
 

The Pearl Harris Story:  Pulling for the Stz’uminus Nation,  

Saved by the Orca,   

Wild Woman,  

When Seagull Stole the Sun and  

Sea Wolf (Stz’uminus Elders),  

Sea Wolf and the Stz’uminus Nation, 

Wolf Family, 

Edward Seymour Story 

Crafting the Canoe, by Jim Poling, 

Yeta’s Sweater,by Sylvia Olsen,   

Stz’uminus Elders Portraits,  

As Long as the River Flows, by Larry Loyie,  

Counting on Hope by Sylvia Olsen, 

Moccasin Thunder, Lori Marie Carlson Ed. (for senior Secondary only) 

“The Last Snow of the Virgin Mary”, by Richard Van Camp  

The Great Hul’quimi’num Land Grab,  

Getting to a 100% 

The Canoe: An Illustrated History,  

Web sites,  

Museum artefacts (visuals) 

Student Created Materials (interviews), 

Call to Action (HTG publication) 

You Are Asked to Witness (pages about canoes and Chapter Eleven, Oral 

Narrqatives),Sto:lo Nation 

Cowichan Bones by Joey Caro 

Two Houses, Half Buried in the Sand by Beryl Mildred Cryer 

Sir Alexander MacKenzie,  

A Dog Came Too by Ainslie, 

 Frog Girl by Owen…  

Trade books: Raven A Trickster Tale from the Pacific Northwest, (Dermott),  

The Stolen Sun, (Amanda Hall),  

The Missing Sun, (Eyvindson)  

Blue colour denotes Stz’uminus-based resources. 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 


